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Abstract

In this paper we discuss the differences of the utterance
verification/rejection between speaker-dependent and
speaker-independent speech recognition. A general
guideline will be given to handle the verification task for
the two type speech recognitions. We also discuss some
specific methods have been commonly deployed in
various speech recognition systems. In this study we
describe two example approaches, an online score
approach for speaker-dependent and a filler-cohort
modeling approach for speaker-independent speech
recognition. From our experiments we conclude that there
is no common approach of confidence measure estimation
for both SD and SI speech recognition.

1. Introduction

Recent advances in speech recognition technology have
enabled speech recognition systems to migrate from the
laboratories to many services and products. As the
technology is deployed in an increasing number of
applications, speech recognition systems need to be
flexible enough to deal with a wide range of user
responses and behavior, such as heavy accent, hesitations,
unnecessary pause within a word, false starts and sounds
like um’s and ah’s. Other extraneous sounds like lip
smacks and heavy breath sounds are typically
encountered in most applications. Environment noises,
especially the interruptory background noise like cross-
talking, loud music, door slashing, etc., also cause trouble
to a speech recognizer. Users may also respond with
speech in which some words or all of the words are out
of the recognizer’s predefined vocabulary. This is
commonly known as Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV)
problem.

Most of incorrect recognitions of a mature recognizer are
caused by above three type inputs, namely bad-behavior
response, response with

interruptory noise, and OOV response. A reliable speech
recognition system must prefer a rejection for such failed
response to a wrong recognition result. After the rejection
the system should be able to promote user the correct
response manner or correct key words and encourage user
to try again. Therefore a speech recognizer should have a
strategy to verify a recognition result if it is acceptable.
Such strategy is also commonly called Confidence
Measurement (CM) estimation. The term CM comes
from that after the recognition process the recognizer will
check if it is confident enough to output the result. We
should emphasis here that the rejection of valid but
wrong recognized keywords is very useful in many
applications where the cost of misrecognition far exceeds
the cost of rejection.

In this paper we discuss the differences of utterance
verification/rejection between speaker-dependent and
speaker-independent speech recognition. A general
guideline will be given to handle the verification task for
the two type speech recognitions. We also discuss some
specific methods have been commonly deployed in
various speech recognition system.

2. Utterance verification in
speaker-independent speech

recognizer

The most common method for utterance verification is
the use of filler model as OOV collector. During the
recognition stage, the score generated from the filler
model with a proper weight will be compared with the
score of key word/sub-word models. If the filler model
wins, the input is regarded as OOV or unrecognized
utterance (noise corrupted utterance) and will be rejected.
 This method works well when the filler model is well
defined and well trained. Another method is to train a
cohort model for each key work/sub-word model. The
usage of the cohort models is similar as the filler model.
The difference is that the cohort model is normally closer
to the key model than the filler model, therefore they
handle the misrecognitions better than filler model.
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In this work we use a statistical hypothesis testing based
utterance verification/rejection strategy for a connected
digits recognition task. The null hypothesis H0

represented by the input speech containing a given
keyword Wk is tested against the alternative hypothesis
H1, which is represented by the input speech not
containing Wk. Writing the likelihood of the observation
sequence given the keyword hypothesis as L(O | H0) and
that given by the non-keyword hypothesis as L(O | H1),
O is sequence of observation vectors, we can have a
hypothesis test.
  
The hypothesis test is performed by comparing the
likelihood ratio R(O|Wk) to a threshold Ts. An
observation sequence falling within the region R(O|Wk) >
Ts would be accepted otherwise rejected. There are two
types of errors in an utterance rejection system, false
rejection (correctly recognized but rejected) and false
acceptance or false alarm (wrong recognized but
accepted). A given threshold Ts corresponds to a pair of
false rejection rate and false acceptance rate, which are
inversely proportional to each other. A compromise
between the two types of errors can be obtained by
choosing a critical threshold Ts. We can write the
hypothesis in a practical way then take log to it.

Please note the log likelihood ratio (LLR) could be
calculated in different level, say, sub-word level, word
level, or string level, depending on which rejection level
the system based on. In this work we only use a word
level rejection approach. To deal with the two types of
inputs, namely bad-habit response and non-keywords
response, which cause misrecognitions, a common
strategy is to design two types of models for alternative
hypothesis model set Y, cohort model yco for bad-habit
response and filler model yfi for non-keywords response.
Therefore we have Y = {yco, yfi}.

For simulating a real working environment, we used a
composed testing data set which consists of following
four parts:

A. 832 correctly recognized digit utterances;

B. 185 wrong recognized digit utterances;

C. 420 digit utterances in which every sentence has at
least one none-keyword;

D. 100 TIMIT sentences in which all the words are
supposed to be beyond the system vocabulary.

All the digit strings are from a telephone database. We
will refer the four parts of test data consistently as part
A, part B, part C, and part D in later of this paper.

It is well known that the aim of utterance rejection is to
reject as more as possible incorrectly recognized

utterances (Part B) and the utterances including none-
keywords (part C and part D), while reject as less as
possible correctly recognized utterances (part A). When
we apply a connected digit recognizer to the above
described testing data set, the noticeable results are:

(1) At 1.5% false rejection (rejection rate of part A),
100% TIMIT sentences were rejected.

(2) At 5% false rejection, 54.05% utterances of part B
and 78.46% utterances of part C were rejected.

(3) At 10% false rejection, the rejection rate of part B
reached 63.75% and that of part C reached 84.63%.

Table 1 shows the comparable results among using only
cohort models, only filler model, and combination of the
both for utterance rejection. This comparison describes
how much improvement of the system performance we
can get when the system complexity (both storage space
and computation cost) increases. Please note that when
we discuss the results we are only interested in the
working area where the false rejection rate is less than or
equal to 10% because more than 10% false rejection is
commonly considered as unacceptable. From these
results we can see that within the working area, using the
combined scores for decision making gave much better
performance than only using single alternative hypothesis
(only cohort models or filler model). Please note that the
results in table 1 are obtained from the entire test
database.

Initially we designed cohort models to deal with the
within-vocabulary misrecognition, while filler model to
handle the none-keyword inputs. Table 2 lists the
rejection rates for the three parts testing data by using
cohort models, filler model, and combination of the both.

Table 1. The comparable rejection results
for cohort models, filler models, and the

combination

False Rejection 5% 10%

Cohort only 65.71% 75.32%

Filler only 68.98% 75.03%

Cohort & Filler 75.11% 81.26%



Table 2. The comparable rejection results
for different testing data set and different

models

Part A Part B Part C

5% 45.2% 66.4%Cohort

models 10% 57.0% 77.5%

5% 38.5% 75.1%Filler

models 10% 50.1% 80.1%

5% 54.1% 78.5%Filler &

Cohort 10% 63.8% 84.7%

The testing data part D is not included in this table
because its rejection rate reached to 100% while the false
rejection was only 0.72% when filler model was used in
the system. When we used cohort models, it can have
100% rejection only as the false rejection was 4.33%.

From these results we can confirm that the cohort models
are dominant for testing data part B, the incorrectly
recognized within-vocabulary utterances, while the filler
model works very well for the utterances with none
keywords. In fact, this is the purpose they were designed
for. The other conclusion we would like to state is that
although the system complexity increases when a
combined model set is employed, the improvement of
system performance is significant.

This utterance rejection is based on word level decision
making. This means that a string will be rejected if the
score of any word segment is smaller than the threshold.
It has been reported that string level rejection would give
better performance.

The above described utterance rejection approach is
vocabulary-dependent. It works well for small
vocabulary speech recognition task such as digit string
recognition. For large vocabulary or flexible vocabulary
system, a vocabulary-independent strategy is probably
the better way to perform utterance verification/rejection.

3. Utterance verification in
speaker-dependent speech

recognizer

Both filler model and cohort models are pre-trained. The
combination of the two methods can reject most OOVs
and misrecognitions for the speaker-independent speech
recognizer. For the speaker-dependent speech recognizer,
however, a pre-trained filler model always fails to deal
with the problem. The reason is a pre-trained filler model
may overlap in the signal space with any speaker-trained
model, especially when a serious noise infection occurs.
In this study a flexible online score is employed to handle
the verification/rejection task for speaker-dependent
speech recognizer. It achieved great success.

The basic concept of speech recognition is that the
recognizer matches the input utterance with each pre-
trained model in the system by means of a given
measurement, and generates a score for the each matching.
The model has the highest score will be the recognition
result. This process is also known as searching. There are
a number of searching strategies. Some of them only
record the best score during the search. And others may
record all the scores and sort out the best after it searches
through all of the models. In this study we need the later
search strategy, recording all the scores. Then we sort the
scores and list them in the N-best order.

A confidence measure, which is equivalent to the
normalized variance of the N-Best scores, is defined as,
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Here CM is the confidence measure, N is the number of
the N-Best scores, and will depend on the task. Si is the i-
th best score, and � is the mean calculated by
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This CM is only valid for the system which has N or
more models. If the system has less than N models, a
decreased N should be considered. In the extreme case
that the system has only one model, a less specified filler
model would be used. After the CM is calculated, a
rejection/acceptance decision will be made based on a
decision logic.

We applied this approach to a task of small vocabulary
isolated command word recognizer. To get a comparison,
we also tried an approach with a pre-trained filler model.
We describe it here as OLD method. While the approach
described above is the NEW approach. Table 3 shows the
comparable results of filler modeling approach and the
new algorithm. The testing data was recorded in two
conditions, in an idle car with running engine, and in an
office. The speech data was recorded with 30cm distance
between speaker’s mouth and microphone. In this table
we fixed the false rejection rate as 0.5%, 1.0%, and 3%
respectively. From this comparison we can see that the
new algorithm produces significant improvement over the
old method. For example, at 3% false rejection, the OOV
rejection is lifted from about 40% of the old algorithm to
80% of the new algorithm for the recorded database.

Table 3, The comparable results of the
two approaches

              OOV rejection rate
Record condition
- car

Record
condition -
office

False
Rejection

Old New  Old New
0.5% 28.5 57.3 36.6 53.2
1.0% 31.4 62.6 39.1 62.7
3.0% 40.7 80.6 42.2 80.5

4. Conclusions

Confidence measurement estimation or utterance
verification/rejection is a very important component in a
mature speech recognizer. For speaker-dependent and
speaker-independent speech recognition, we must
consider it separately since the different nature in the two
kinds of recognizer. In Speaker-independent case, the
most common method for utterance verification is the use
of filler model as OOV collector. This method works well
when the filler model is well defined and well trained.
Another method is to train a cohort model for each key

work/sub-word model. The difference is, in general, that
the cohort model is normally closer to the key model than
the filler model, therefore they handle the misrecognitions
better than filler model. In speaker-dependent case,
however, we must consider the use of online scores
generated during the searching process because there is no
room to design a pre-defined filler or cohort model.
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